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It was a pleasant morning, ( despite a Daffy comment "When does England get this summer 
thing?) & a small pack of stalwart hashers gathered in the forest🌲wondering which way to 
go.  
They were the few ...bold & brave, while the absent many were apparently on the booze in 
Mojacar. Conrad our cheerful hare gave the usual instructions, dustings of flour scattered on 
the forest floor, and off we went, horizons filled with trees in all directions.   
 
The Narnia experience of endless pines, soon took on a Roman theme, as the trails were 
straight lines, with checks at cross roads where more straight lines went off at right angles.  
Furthermore, along with Conrad's arrows, there were others, laid no doubt by the King's 
Forester H3. Sometimes their arrows paralleled our trail, sometimes they didn't, and from time 
to time "the lost and the slow" somehow encountered those on true trail, if it was true... The 
word was spread not to follow Daffy and hound  as they "always on a false trail, or heading 
the wrong way, " and he sometimes appeared in front, and otherwise, had to catch up from 
somewhere else, always appearing to run very fast... 
A few late comers succeeded in finding the pack, although Muthatucka, despite managing to 
find his way back to England from Antarctica via some South American swamps, was unable 
to find any trail, and was found later,  4 miles away, propping up the pub bar in Risby . 
 
The beer stop at the end of the trail was a party experience, with a barrel of Milton Bright 
supplied by Daffy & Doggy Style, incredibly left over from a party, and  despite merriment 
and crisps there was concern that some walkers were still lurking in Narnia. When the lost 
walkers eventually appeared,  they complained "we had to do it ourselves"... i.e. actually look 
at trail instead of blindly following someone in front. They then said they weren't ever lost, 
although it appeared they only got out after phoning Conrad who somehow managed to find 
them.  
The other event had been the embarrassing exhibition of Conrad and wife, with child in 
backpack, snogging at a check point, which inspired Fit but Dim to yodel out the following 
song ( version 2 as he had immediately forgotten the first rendition, living up to his name of 
course)... 
🎼🎺🎸"Kissing on a check point 
                In the King's Forest 
              Holding hands together 
              Waiting for the doggers  
          But discovered by some hashers , squirming with some horror 
On on to the beer...." 
Otherwise overheard were a couple of unmentionable wannabe Indiana Jones aged hashers 
wearing bush hats muttering about being bewildered by hash hieroglyphics on trail... so it was 
definitely time to drive off to the pub.  
A proper circle was held in the pub garden, conducted by Debonaire with  true 
debonaireness.. 



Usual compliments about the well laid (haha) trail, despite Jetstream commenting "Not the 
usual" & Gorilla asking "What run"..?. to which was the reply "Box in a square"...& too many 
flies.. 
Daffy had a down2 for "constantly going the wrong way" as well as being bright for 
providing very splendid Bright beer at the BS. 
Gorilla got picked out for his "long route from car park to pub", despite excuses that his "ex 
navigator" could explain.. 
And Doggy S and this scribe got down downs : she for defending her husband to save him 
being the appointed scribe, and myself for blaming the absent F' big Martin for introducing 
her to the Hash and making me scribe.  
Onto F'ing Martin: announcements were made about his sad death with silent minutes of 
respect ( both in forest and at the pub). Jetstream read out the obituary from the Cambridge 
Post, such a eulogy that Jetstream quipped "we don't recognise this person" ( although we all 
did) . Many comments too about his role in Booze Bros" band, but at 88 had lived a good 
hashing life.  
There were down2 for the "Lost ones( members of Why why and Wherethef***arewe " 
tribes. 
Clinger got a down 2 for scrap metal as he had apparently taken old car stickers and old 
window out to put in new car! 
Gorilla again as "Good Samaritan". in ref to a lost lady and dog in distress in the forest, He 
had been overheard saying "If she had asked me, I would have shown her the way'... ( but 
maybe she'd been too scared to ask, despite dog).. 
It was definitely time to finish up: with 
Any announcements?  
To which Antar replied "I'm intelligent". Definitely time to conclude.  
Well the Majacar renegades had missed out on a spectacularly unforgettable Sunday hash... 
why had they bothered to go way?! 
Onon on.  
Generator. 
 


